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 Introduction
This report is designed to assist the Livermore City Council in selecting 

aspects of the two Draft Land Use Concepts to create a Preferred Land 

Use Concept for the downtown catalyst sites. This first chapter provides 

background information on the downtown catalyst sites project, the out-

reach process, and describes the Draft Land Use Concepts.  

Project Overview
The City of Livermore owns 8.2 acres of land in the downtown on the east and 

west sides of South Livermore Avenue between Railroad Avenue and First Street 

(see Figure 1). In February 2017, the City Council identified planning for these 

downtown catalyst sites as a City priority. The City Council directed City staff to 

prioritize two issues for the downtown catalyst sites: the location of a downtown 

hotel and sufficient parking to accommodate future uses.  

1

Understanding that robust public input is vital to a successful planning outcome, 

the City Council appointed a 19-member Downtown Steering Committee (DSC) 

in April 2017, whose main purpose was to devise a downtown public engage-

ment process. The intent of the downtown public engagement process was 

to solicit ideas and opinions about potential downtown redevelopment from 

a broad spectrum of Livermore residents and business owners. As part of the 

outreach process, the DSC also developed four distinct land use concepts to 

stimulate public dialogue and illustrate the range of design possibilities to guide 

future development within the City’s downtown sites. 

  Figure 1. Project Area
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Downtown Public Outreach
From September to early November 2017, the City of Livermore undertook an 

extensive, multi-channel outreach process to obtain citizen opinions and feed-

back on what types of improvements should occur on the downtown catalyst 

sites. Over 2,000 people participated. 

The three highest community priorities, as identified by participants, were:

 » Providing adequate parking.  Participants requested that parking be spread 

throughout the downtown catalyst sites and particularly identified a need for 

additional disabled parking next to the Bankhead Theater.  

 » Maintaining community character.  Incorporating design elements that 

reflect Livermore’s historic character into new development was of high 

importance to participants.  Public feedback also indicated that buildings 

should be three stories or less, or no higher than the Bankhead Theater.

 » Incorporating a public open space area.  A central green space that is 

activated by adjoining uses should be a key element incorporated in the 

Concepts.

Additional goals identified by community process participants included main-

taining good traffic flow; supporting retail, restaurants, and related uses; creating 

a green pedestrian pathway from South Livermore Avenue to South L Street; 

constructing a parking garage on the southwest corner of the western site; in-

corporation of an east-west street through the western site; and, preservation 

of Blacksmith Square’s historic character.  Most community process participants 

also supported a modest amount of housing in the downtown, although a vocal 

minority opposed any housing whatsoever.   

Participants in the process supported the idea of a new downtown boutique 

hotel but did not agree on its location. The majority of participants preferred 

the hotel on the west site, while a minority preferred the hotel on the east site 

next to the Bankhead Theater.  At the same time, most participants also stated 

that the location of the hotel was not of great concern to them, although a few 

participants felt strongly about a particular hotel location.  Based on this input, 

the City Council directed City staff to create two concepts: one with a hotel on 

the west site and one with a hotel on the east site. Both Concepts include other 

elements, described below, as directed by the City Council. 
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City Council Direction on Preferred Land Use 
Concepts 
To guide the development of the two Draft Land Use Concepts, the City Council 

established design parameters at its November 29, 2017 meeting.  The Council 

organized its directives around the public’s top three priorities for the downtown 

that are outlined in the preceding section: providing adequate parking, maintain-

ing community character, and providing sufficient open space.  The Council 

also gave direction for the other concept features that was consistent with these 

three priorities.  The Council direction is summarized below. 

Parking

 » Demolish the buildings on the main Livermore Village site at the outset of 

the project to free it up for additional parking. Acquire the property on the 

Livermore Village site near the future Southwest Garage.

 » Replace existing parking and provide all parking required by the Zoning Code 

for all uses being built at every phase as we move forward.  

 » Use the land that is currently acquired for the I-Street Garage expansion for 

surface parking and  improve the traffic pattern flowing in-and-out of the 

garage. Purchase additional I-Street Garage property only if necessary and 

at a later phase.

 » Provide additional disabled/handicap parking in at least equal and likely 

greater numbers than today and place it as close as possible to the downtown 

in all phases.

 » Include the Southwest Garage on the Livermore Village site as the primary 

parking resource.

 » Use the rest of the area adjacent to the Southwest Garage for surface parking.

 » All future parking should be of high quality and design.

Community Character and Design

 » Mirror and enhance the historic character and small town feel of Livermore, 

using the notes from the informal downtown walking tour from staff as a 

guide.

 » Incorporate brick and heavy wood as the predominate building materials.

 » Prohibit new development from looming over Blacksmith Square or First 

Street businesses.  New buildings should be complementary of these 

existing buildings.  The City should consult with Blacksmith Square property 

and business owners to hear their preferences about new development.

 » Limit building height on the east side to four stories.  On the west side, 

buildings could go to four stories along South L Street, but would go 

down to a maximum of three stories along South Livermore Avenue. There 

should be variation among building height.  Avoid tall structures near 

Blacksmith Square.

Stockmen’s park

 » Include a centrally located downtown park with a minimum 1/2-acre of 

grass, trees, and a plaza. 

 » Incorporate public art to celebrate rodeo history, Stockmen’s contribution, 

and Livermore veterans.

 » Park name to commemorate Stockmen’s contribution to Livermore.
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 » Rezone two acres of the Civic Center property for housing.

 » Build 75 housing units or more for seniors and/or veterans on the Civic 

Center site.

 » Civic Center housing units shall partially offset the need for housing 

downtown. 

Open Space

 » Include a central public space area in a shape similar as illustrated in the 

submitted drawing by Unified Concept.

 » Provide connections throughout the sites with an emphasis on pedestrian 

tree-lined paths throughout the site.

 » Prioritize connectivity for pedestrians and non-motorized transportation 

from South L Street to South Livermore Avenue that would be parallel to and 

separate from a new east-west street through the west site (which would not 

preclude a north-south street if it is desirable).

 » Engage Livermore Area Recreation and Park District (LARPD) to discuss 

maintenance of that site.

Roads and Walkways

 » Include a new east-west access road that bisects the west site, provides 

traffic calming, and possibly street parking.

 » If the development program allows and it provides additional benefit, a 

north-south access road that extends K Street may be considered in the 

middle of the west site and terminate at the new east-west access road

 » Include east-west and north-south pedestrian and bicycle connections 

throughout both the east and west sites. 

 » Include pedestrian only connections from First Street to the west site

 » Study the possibility of street closures along new roadways for special events.

 » Plan for service and delivery access to existing and future businesses. 

Hotel

 » Include a boutique hotel with approximately 125 – 135 rooms. 

 » Hotel height:  four stories.

 » Include a meeting center with the hotel, at a scale which is economically 

viable, does not require public subsidy, and is deemed appropriate by the 

hotel builder.  

Retail

 » Encourage retail uses such as restaurants, small specialty shops, artisans’ 

market, and businesses that cater to youth and teens as the market demands.

 » Include approximately 10,000 to 20,000 square feet of retail space (including 

any retail space that might be incorporated with the hotel).

 » Ensure that retail space has good visibility from the street, is at the ground-

floor level, and is appropriately connected to other retail.

 » New retail should not undermine or compete with existing retail.  Encourage 

unique and specialty retail.

 » Make new flexible use areas accessible to existing businesses that front 

on First Street. Staff should explore a variety of tools to implement this 

concept.

Hotel Location

 » Study the hotel location at the southeast corner of South L Street and 

Railroad Avenue and on the  southeast corner of South Livermore Avenue 

and Railroad Avenue.  

Cultural Facilities

 » Include cultural facilities if they have private backers and do not require 

public subsidy.

 » Provide a space for cultural facilities.

 » Be flexible in the location of the cultural facilities. The proximity of the 

cultural facilities to the park and centrality to other uses is important.  Make 

sure there is sufficient space for cultural facilities.
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Public Finance

 » Be sure to minimize costs at the capital phase and operation and 

maintenance.   

Housing

 » Provide 130 workforce housing units.

 » For the east side hotel, include housing on the west site.

 » For the west side hotel, split housing among both the east and west sites.

Housing units shall be apartments, studios are allowed.  

Overview of Draft Land Use Concepts
City staff and consultants used the Council’s  November 29 direction to develop 

the two Draft Land Use Concepts that are presented in this evaluation report.  

This section describes the two Draft Land Use Concepts and defines the land 

uses that are included in the Concepts. Figures 2 and 3 illustrate the two Draft 

Land Use Concepts.  Table 1 summarizes the projected buildout and Table 2 

summarizes the parking provided for each Concept.

The two Draft Land Use Concepts follow the Council direction identified above.  

They explore different configurations of a similar set of land uses, which include 

a central park and linear open space; a hotel; parking; and retail, cultural, and 

residential uses.  

Both Concepts feature a saddle shaped park to be known as Stockmen’s Park, 

surrounded by Blacksmith Square and new retail spaces, with parking on the 

southern portion of the main site west of South Livermore Avenue.  The two 

Draft Land Use Concepts differ primarily in the location of the hotel and housing 

within them.  The Eastside Hotel Concept has its hotel on the east side of South 

Livermore Avenue, while the Westside Hotel Concept has its hotel on the west 

end of the site, at the corner of Railroad Avenue and South L Street.  
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  Figure 2. Eastside Hotel Concept
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Land Use Eastside Hotel Westside Hotel
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Rooms/SF/
Units

Parking 
Needed

Rooms/SF/
Units

Parking  
Needed

Hotel 125 rooms 138 125 rooms 138

Hotel Meeting Space 2,000 sf 40 2,000 sf 40

Hotel Retail + Restaurant 6,300 sf 16 6,300 sf 16

Retail/Restaurant/ 
Cultural Office 29,500 sf 77 33,300 87

Multi-family Residential 130 units 195 130 units 195

Replacement for Lost Parking - 572 - 572

Total Demand 1,038 1,048

Parking Provided Eastside Hotel Westside Hotel

Hotel Parking (Underground) 100 100

Southwest Parking Garage 475 475

I-Street Garage Expansion 134 134

Podium Parking 18 18

Surface Parking 88 92

Street Parking 57 57

Residential Parking 195 195

Total Parking Supply 1,067 1,071

Excess Above Demand 31 23

   Table 1.  Summary of Final Draft Downtown Land  
  Use Concepts

   Table 2.  City Required Parking Rates and Demand/ 
  Supply
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Commonalities Among the Two Concepts
Both the Draft Land Use Concepts include a mix of land uses that are defined 

as follows:

 » Open Space.  Both Concepts contain a range of parks and open space that 

is distinguished as “public” and “private.”  

• Private Open Space.  Private open space is that which is not publicly 

accessible. It includes private rooftop open space associated with the 

residential buildings and private open space for the hotel. 

• Public Open Space.  Publicly-accessible open space is a landscaped 

area that can accommodate activities such as picnics, public gatherings, 

and small play areas as well as decorative landscaping.  This category 

includes the lawn area of the proposed Stockmen’s Park.

• Public Hardscape. Public hardscape includes public paths, plazas and 

sidewalks. 

 » Parking.  Both Concepts include adequate parking to replace all parking 

currently accommodated on the sites, and to serve all new uses. New 

parking is primarily located in a new garage in the southwest corner of the 

west site on South L Street, a surface parking lot in the south-central part 

of the west site, an expansion of the parking next to the I Street Garage, 

and on the new streets. In both Concepts, the hotel would also have an 

underground parking structure with 100 spaces, which would serve most 

(but not all) of the hotel demand. Additional hotel parking would be provided 

nearby. Guests would be able to park themselves or choose valet parking. 

Both Concepts provide parking spaces next to the Bankhead Theater (the 

Eastside Hotel Concept provides 24 spaces and the Westside Hotel Concept 

provides 28 spaces) and expand the number of disabled parking spaces 

adjacent to the Bankhead Theater from six to ten spaces.

 » New Streets.  Both Concepts include a new east-west street through the 

center of the site. In addition, K Street would be partially extended to the 

southern end of the Science & Society Center to accommodate vehicle and 

delivery access to the open space and cultural uses.

 » Pedestrian Pathways.  In both Concepts, a major pedestrian pathway would 

extend east-west through the site on both sides of South Livermore Avenue, 

from South  L Street to the Bankhead Theater.   A north-south pedestrian 

pathway connects pedestrians from Railroad Avenue to the east-west 

through street south of the K Street extension. Additional pathways would 

connect from the new east-west street and parking areas to First Street.

 » Hotel. Both concepts include a 125-room boutique hotel with a 4,000 

square foot restaurant and 2,300 square feet (sf) of retail. 

 » Meeting Space. Both concepts include a 2,000 square foot conference 

facility incorporated into the hotel to provide space for meetings and events.  

 » Museum/Cultural. A blackbox theater and science museum are included 

in both Concepts, in identical locations at the west end of Stockmen’s Park. 

 » Retail. Both Concepts include 8,500 square feet of retail space, in four new 

retail buildings that are configured identically in each Concept. Three of the 

retail buildings are an extension of Blacksmith Square and the fourth retail 

building is at the southeast corner of Stockmen’s Park.  

 » Multifamily Residential. Both Concepts include 130 units of workforce 

housing, allocated in apartments, as directed by the City Council.  The units 

in both Concepts would include studio, one-bedroom, and two-bedroom 

units, arranged in two- to four-story buildings.  The average unit size would 

be 650 square feet.

   Table 2. (Continued)

*Note: For studios and 
one-bedroom units, one 
parking space is required. 
For two-bedroom units, 
two spaces are required. In 
addition, one guest space 
is required for every four 
units. The 1.5 space per unit 
requirement assumes 75% 
of the units are studios and 
one-bedroom and 25% are 
two-bedroom units.

Parking Requirements

Hotel 1.1 per room

Hotel Conference 1 per 50 sf

Hotel Retail 1 per 400 sf

Retail & Cultural 1 per 400 sf

Multifamily Residential 1.5 per unit*
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Eastside Hotel Concept 
In the Eastside Hotel Concept, the 125-room hotel is adjacent to the Bankhead 

Theater on the southeast corner of South Livermore Avenue and Railroad Av-

enue.  The hotel lobby would front onto South Livermore Avenue.  The hotel 

would include meeting space, a restaurant, and retail space.  The 130 workforce 

housing units would be located at the southeast corner of South L Street and 

Railroad Avenue in a single 4 story building that would include structured parking 

and a rooftop open space area.

Parking for the hotel and meeting space would be provided on-site beneath the 

hotel and at the I-Street Garage.  Parking for residential uses would be provided 

in a private parking structure inside the residential building. 

Westside Hotel Concept 
In the Westside Hotel Concept, the hotel would be located at the corner of 

South L Street and Railroad Avenue. The hotel lobby would front onto South 

L Street in a U-shaped structure with frontage on Railroad Avenue. The hotel 

would include meeting space, a restaurant, and retail space.  The workforce 

housing would be split between the east and west sites.  On the west site, just 

east of the hotel, there would be two multifamily residential buildings with a total 

of 61 units.  On the east site, there would be 69 residential units in a four-story 

mixed use building.  The first floor of the mixed use building would include 3,900 

square feet of retail, the residential lobby, and approximately 15 residential units.  

The three stories above the ground floor would consist of the remaining 54 

residential units.  The residential and mixed use buildings include private rooftop 

open space.

Parking for the hotel and meeting space would be provided on-site beneath the 

hotel and at the parking garage on the southwest corner of the west site.   Park-

ing for residential uses would be provided in underground private parking struc-

tures attached to each residential building. 

Pedestrian connections for the Westside Hotel Concept largely mirror the East-

side Hotel Concept, with one distinction.  This Concept includes an addition-

al north-south pedestrian path between the hotel and the western residential 

buildings, connecting pedestrians from Railroad Avenue to the new east-west 

through street.
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Determining A Preferred Land Use Concept
At the January 29, 2018 Council meeting, the City Council will review the two 

Draft Land Use Concepts and take public comment on them.  The Council will 

then provide direction. 
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   Concept Analysis
This chapter evaluates the two Draft Land Use Concepts relative to a set 

of topic areas similar to those that were used for the four land use con-

cepts considered during the public outreach process.

The topic areas emerged from the Downtown Steering Committee pro-

cess, in which the Committee received presentations and background 

reports from subject matter experts on several facets of downtown de-

velopment. These experts offered insights into public financing, park-

ing supply, traffic, hotels and conference center feasibility, 21st-century 

housing types, the role of open space, and the components of high-quali-

ty urban design. Their presentations are available at http://yourlivermore.

org/steering-committee.  

The analysis in this chapter is based on the information that these outside 

experts provided, and considers how well each of the two Draft Land Use 

Concepts respond to the relevant learnings that the Steering Committee 

gathered on each topic.  

2 This chapter assesses the two Draft Concepts in regard to each of the following 

topic areas, which are presented in their ranked order from the public involve-

ment process:

 » Parking

 » Open Space

 » Traffic

 » Pedestrian and Vehicular Connectivity

 » Downtown Hotel

 » Meeting Space

 » Retail Uses and Restaurants

 » Cultural Facilities 

 » Finance

 » Housing

 » Phasing

The sections about each topic area are organized to include four parts:

 » A central guiding question that focuses the evaluation.

 » A summary of key learnings related to the issue.

 » A summary of how the two Draft Concepts are similar to each other in 

regard to the topic.

 » An evaluation of any differences in how each Concept responds to the 

guiding question. 
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Similarities between the Concepts
 » In both Concepts, public parking would be provided in a structure in the 

southwest corner of the site fronting South L Street, on the new east-

west street, in a new surface lot at the south center of the site, and at the 

expanded I Street Garage.  

 » Both Concepts include a 100-space underground garage to serve the 

hotel.  This would cover most of the hotel’s parking demand. Additional 

hotel parking would be accommodated in the public parking areas.

 » Both Concepts include ten disabled parking spaces adjacent to the 

Bankhead Theater.

 » The residential buildings in both Concepts include adequate parking to 

meet City parking requirements.

 » Overall, both Concepts include more parking than required to replace 

existing on-site parking  while also meeting City parking requirements for 

new uses.   

Differences between the Concepts

Eastside Hotel Concept:  

 » The Eastside Hotel Concept offers a parking surplus of 31 spaces.

Westside Hotel Concept:  

 » The Westside Hotel Concept offers a parking surplus of 23 spaces.

Parking  

Guiding Question: Does the concept provide adequate, convenient parking to 

serve both existing and new development? 

Learnings: The City has conducted a parking analysis which shows that parking 

is well distributed throughout downtown. However, the most popular spaces in 

the downtown core are in high demand during peak periods, meaning that visi-

tors may have to walk several blocks to reach their destination. 

There are 506 spaces in the existing I-Street Garage and 565 public spaces on 

the City owned downtown sites (including approximately 209 on the dirt por-

tion). The City has committed to replacing any parking lost to new development 

and with providing parking for all new uses at rates required by the Development 

Code.
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Westside Hotel ConceptEastside Hotel Concept
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Open Space 

Guiding Question: Does the Concept include a public square, plaza, or open 

space, which supports a range of uses, is safe and inviting, and is activated by 

surrounding uses? 

Learnings: A network of interconnected open spaces is important to down-

town’s character, enhances walkability, and supports the downtown’s role as a 

community gathering place. An inclusive open space design is one that supports 

a range of active and passive uses. A safe and inviting open space that promotes 

natural surveillance is one that is visible from public streets and surrounded by 

active uses. 

Similarities between the Concepts
 » Both Concepts contain a central open green space (Stockmen’s Park) and 

a plaza, both of which would be accessible from both South Livermore 

Avenue and the new east-west street through the site. 

 » Stockmen’s Park would be activated by surrounding retail and cultural uses.

 » Stockmen’s Park would be visible from public streets, benefit from natural 

surveillance and feel safe and inviting.

 » Stockmen’s Park would provide flexibility for both active and passive uses.  

The size and design of the park and its proximity to cultural facilities would 

be conducive to hosting public events.  

 » Both Concepts also include a green corridor that extends from Stockmen’s 

Park west to South L Street, and an open space corridor on the southern 

edge of the east side site, extending from South Livermore Avenue to the 

Bankhead Theater and its plaza.   

Differences between the Concepts

Eastside Hotel Concept:  

 » Includes a relatively short additional east-west walkway through the center of 

the site from the edge of the residential building to the center of Stockmen’s 

Park.

 » The western residential building is surrounded by publicly accessible open 

space and includes an extensive rooftop open space above the residential 

parking garage.

 » Includes a public walkway on the south side of the hotel and private open 

space to serve the hotel on the east side.

Westside Hotel Concept:  

 » Includes an additional east-west walkway longer than the one on the Eastside 

Hotel Concept that extends through the center of the site from the west side 

hotel to the center of Stockmen’s Park.

 » Usable, publicly accessible open space surrounds and runs between the two 

westside residential buildings.

 » Includes a public walkway on the south side of the eastside residential 

building, as well as publicly accessible open space with private residential 

stoops on the east side of the residences.  
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Westside Hotel ConceptEastside Hotel Concept
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Traffic

Guiding Question: Does the Concept limit traffic impacts at key intersections?

Learnings: With the redevelopment of the downtown, the City made a decision 

in 2004 to create a pedestrian oriented downtown district and to slow traffic 

by narrowing First Street. As a result of this project, trips on First Street dropped 

from 20,000 to 10,000 per day and a total of 4,000 trips were added to Rail-

road Avenue and Fourth Street. Traffic on North/South Livermore Avenue grew 

by 2,000 trips. East-west through traffic was focused on Railroad Avenue and 

Fourth Street while north-south through traffic is focused on Livermore Avenue 

and L Street. 

Traffic counts were conducted downtown in spring of 2017 to learn of exist-

ing congestion at four key intersections: Railroad at Livermore Avenue and at L 

Street and First Street at Maple Street and at L Street. The City measured average 

delay at each intersection during the evening peak hour, the most congested 

time period, and found the following delay at these key intersections:

 » Railroad Avenue at Livermore Avenue: 45 Seconds (LOS D)

 » Railroad Avenue at L Street: 37 Seconds (LOS C)

 » Maple Street at First Street: 46 Seconds (LOS D)

 » First Street at L Street: 27 Seconds (LOS C)

Similarities between the Concepts
The City and its consultant performed traffic analyses for each Concept based 

on the mix and locations of land uses proposed. Table 3 presents the results for 

the four key intersections.  The traffic analysis assumes full-buildout of the retail 

uses, which differ in the two Concepts.  

Table 3 shows the intersection times for both Concepts. Under both Concepts, 

the intersection of Maple and First Streets would see increases in delay from 46 

seconds to 47 seconds. The intersection of Railroad Avenue and Livermore Av-

enue would see an increase in delay from 45 seconds to 61 under the Eastside 

Hotel Concept and to 59 seconds under the Westside Hotel Concept, which 

would be a noticeable change. However, the City would implement street modi-

fications and traffic progression and timing strategies to minimize impacts to 

commuter traffic. The intersection of Railroad Avenue and L Street would see 

an increase in delay from 37 seconds to 44 seconds under the Eastside Hotel 

Concept and to 49 seconds under the Westside Hotel Concept, which would 

be a noticeable change.  However, the wait time at this intersection would still 

be within an acceptable level of service.  The intersection delay at First Street at 

L Street would increase from 27 seconds to 30 seconds under both Concepts.

Differences between the Concepts
Queuing on Livermore Avenue and L Street would be different for the two alter-

natives. 

Eastside Hotel Concept: 

Congestion on Livermore Avenue for the Eastside Hotel Concept would be 

more pronounced on the already busy Livermore Avenue, because of the hotel 

pick-up and drop-off activities, existing pedestrian midblock crosswalk, and hotel 

garage circulation. During design, these elements would be refined to minimize 

delays on Livermore Avenue. 

Westside Hotel Concept:  

The West Side Concept will impact queuing more heavily on L Street due to 

hotel pick up and drop off activities.  L Street carries significantly less traffic than 

Livermore Avenue so this impact is less noticeable.
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Eastside Hotel Concept Westside Hotel Concept

Intersection Eastside  
Hotel Concept 

Westside  
Hotel  Concept 

Railroad Avenue at Livermore Avenue 61 (E) 59 (E)

Railroad Avenue at L Street 44 (D) 49 (D)

First Street at Maple Street 47 (D) 47 (D)

First Street at L Street  30 (C) 30 (C)

   Table 3. Intersection Times

Note: Level of Service (LOS) Level of service is a qualitative description of traffic flow 
conditions ranging from LOS A, or free-flow conditions with little or no delay, to LOS F, 
or jammed conditions with excessive delays.  In Livermore, acceptable LOS for levels C 
through E are:

 » LOS C: 20.1 to 35 second average delay.

 » LOS D: 35.1 to 55 second average delay.

 » LOS E: 55.1 to 80 second average delay.
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Pedestrian and Vehicular Connectivity

Guiding Question: Does the Concept provide a network of internal paths and 

streets to allow pedestrians and vehicles to access all parts of the development?

Learnings: Since the west site is much larger than a standard city block, new 

development on this site needs to include vehicular roads and pedestrian paths 

to allow for interconnected access. Continued delivery access for existing busi-

nesses on South Livermore Avenue and First Street is important. 

Similarities between the Concepts
 » Both Concepts include a new east-west street extending through the west 

site from South L Street to South Livermore Avenue.  

 » Both Concepts include an extension of K Street that stubs out at the 

southern end of the Science & Society Center.  This would lessen block 

sizes and would provide vehicle and delivery access to the cultural uses 

and open space.

 » Both Concepts include an extensive network of pedestrian paths.  Key 

elements include an east-west path through both parts of the site, from 

South L Street all the way to the Bankhead Theater; a saddle-shaped path 

around Stockmen’s Park; and pedestrian access from First Street. 

 » Both Concepts ensure delivery and service access to businesses facing 

First Street via access roads.   

 » Both Concepts provide for Bankhead Theater drop-off and pick-up via a 

one-way access road running from South Livermore Avenue to Railroad 

Avenue along the edge of the east site.

Differences between the Concepts

Eastside Hotel Concept:  

 » Includes a relatively short additional east-west walkway through the 

center of the site from the edge of the residential building to the center of 

Stockmen’s Park.

Westside Hotel Concept:  

 » Includes an additional east-west walkway longer than the one on the 

Eastside Hotel Concept that extends through the center of the site from 

the west side hotel to the center of Stockmen’s Park.
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Westside Hotel ConceptEastside Hotel Concept
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Downtown Hotel

Guiding Question: Does the Concept include a well-located boutique hotel 

with appropriate amenities?

Learnings: A boutique hotel will support downtown businesses, Livermore 

wine country, and a range of business travelers. The downtown location and 

enhanced amenities of a boutique hotel will service a unique position in Liver-

more’s hotel market. Market demand is in the range of 100 to 135 rooms  and up 

to 2,000 square feet of meeting/conference space.  

In order to ensure its long-term viability, a boutique hotel is best located in a 

highly visible location with strong connectivity to shops, restaurants, and the 

Bankhead Theater. A hotel will be most visible to visitors arriving from both the 

freeway to the north and wine country to the south if it is located facing South 

Livermore Avenue. However, some experts also believe a hotel can operate suc-

cessfully if located on South L Street. 

Private views from the hotel are not evaluated because the project experts stated 

that views from individual rooms will not impact the feasibility of the hotel.

Similarities between the Concepts
 » Both hotel options have 125 rooms, a restaurant, and 2,000 square feet of 

meeting space.  These numbers are in keeping with documented market 

demand.

 » Both hotel options would be within walking distance of retail shops and 

restaurants.  

 » Both hotel options would have parking located beneath the hotel and at 

nearby garage. Patrons could self or valet park.  

Differences between the Concepts

Eastside Hotel Concept 

 » An eastside hotel would be visible to motorists coming into downtown 

from the north on South Livermore Avenue. 

 » An eastside hotel would be adjacent to the Bankhead Theater, which is a 

cultural amenity that could provide synergy to the hotel conference space.  

The project experts identified this connection as a positive attribute.

 » An eastside hotel would be particularly close to the shops, restaurants, and 

the plaza at the Bankhead Theater. 

 » The uses surrounding the eastside hotel site have been established for 

a considerable period of time.  The development of this block would be 

complete with the construction of a new hotel.  This would provide some 

level of surety in regard to future development around the hotel. 

Westside Hotel Concept 

 » A westside hotel would be visible to motorists coming into downtown 

from the north on South L Street and from the west on Railroad Avenue.

 » A westside hotel would be particularly close to the shops and restaurants 

located on First Street.

 » A westside hotel would be almost completely surrounded by open space 

and would be connected by a landscaped walking path to South Livermore 

Avenue.

 » A westside hotel would have easy access to the L Street parking structure.
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Westside Hotel ConceptEastside Hotel Concept
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Meeting Space

Guiding Question: Are meeting/conference facilities appropriately sized and lo-

cated? 

Learnings: Conference or meeting space should be a part of the hotel, with a 

size up to 2,000 square feet.  A significantly larger conference center is unlikely 

to thrive under market conditions.  

Conference and meeting space has modest profitability and is primarily designed 

to support the occupancy of the hotel rooms.  

Similarities between the Concepts
 » Both Concepts include 2,000-square foot of meeting space located in the 

hotel. This is appropriately sized to respond to market demand.

Differences between the Concepts

Eastside Hotel Concept:  

 » Close proximity of the meeting space to the Bankhead Theater and 

surrounding retail, restaurant and open space at the Bankhead Theater 

plaza.

Westside Hotel Concept:  

 » The meeting space in the hotel would rely on the hotel and proximity to 

First Street shops for its connectivity.
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Westside Hotel ConceptEastside Hotel Concept
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Retail Uses and Restaurants

Guiding Question: Does the Concept include retail that is properly sized and 

located to ensure success?

Learnings: New retail and restaurant demand stems only from new residential 

and hotel uses, with total new demand of about 10,000 to 20,000 square feet. 

More retail/restaurant space than this could result in vacancy, thus negatively 

impacting the viability of existing business in downtown.  

New retail and restaurant space should be located on a main street or plaza with 

adjoining street access. Good visibility is critical and proximity to other commer-

cial uses is also important to success.  

Similarities between the Concepts
 » Both Concepts would include approximately 8,500 square feet of new 

retail space around the perimeter of Stockmen’s Park, as well as 6,300 

square feet in the hotel.  

 » Retail uses would be activated by the Stockmen’s Park and plaza, and by 

cultural uses.

 » The proposed retail would create synergy with uses at Blacksmith Square, 

Uncle Yu’s, and the hotel.

 » Most of the new retail around Stockmen’s Park would be highly visible and 

connected to adjoining open space. 

Differences between the Concepts

Eastside Hotel Concept:  

 » This Concept includes only the retail described above, which would be 

consistent with the market demand predicted through economic studies.

Westside Hotel Concept:  

 » This Concept includes an additional 3,900 square feet of retail space in 

the mixed use building on the east side of South Livermore Avenue.  This 

would increase the total new retail to 18,600 square feet, which would be 

consistent with the market demand predicted through economic studies.

 » Retail at the southeast corner of South Livermore Avenue and Railroad 

Avenue has high street visibility.
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Westside Hotel ConceptEastside Hotel Concept
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Cultural Facilities 

Guiding Question: Are proposed cultural facilities appropriate for the plan? 

Learnings: Cultural facilities such as museums and theaters typically require a 

combination of donations and public subsidy to construct and operate. There-

fore, a successful cultural facility would require a community-based organization 

to fund, construct and operate it. The City Council has called for any cultural use 

to be able to self-finance and provide for future operation without public subsidy. 

Similarities between the Concepts
 » Both Concepts include 21,000 square feet of cultural space, in the form of 

a science center and a black box theater.  

 » The proposed cultural facilities would be privately funded, constructed, and 

operated. 

 » The two cultural facilities would be located on Stockmen’s Park, where 

they would create synergies with both the adjacent open spaces and new 

adjacent retail uses.

 » These facilities may take some time to fundraise and develop. In the 

interim, the sites could be utilized as integrated parking and open space.

Differences between the Concepts
 » There are no differences between the Concepts with regard to cultural 

facilities.
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Westside Hotel ConceptEastside Hotel Concept
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The generalized results of the evaluation are provided in Table 4, which shows 

that the alternatives result in aggregate annual deficits in the range of approxi-

mately $3.2 million to $3.3 million annually. Annual City costs exclusive of debt 

service range from approximately $515,000 to $521,000 per year. Because the 

scale of total deficits is beyond what the General Fund could address while main-

taining existing service levels, all of the alternatives would require either phasing 

of public improvements and development over time and/or significant additional 

funding such as a General Obligation Bond, which would require a public vote.

The western portion of the project site was acquired by the City in a series of 

transactions using $14,573,765 in affordable housing funds. If the site is used to 

provide affordable housing, those affordable housing funds do not need to be 

repaid and the land would be provided to an affordable housing developer. If a 

portion, or the entire site, is used for another purpose, some or all of the funds 

may need to be repaid.

EPS completed a study for the City, which noted that local developers have iden-

tified the upper end of a likely land value at approximately $75,000 for a market 

rate residential unit.  Both alternative concepts propose a total of 130 units on-

site with a minimum of 75 units constructed at an off-site location on Pacific 

Avenue, in association with an agreement with the Livermore Stockmen’s Rodeo 

Association.  A total of 205 affordable units, at $75,000 per unit, is estimated to 

have a value of approximately $15,375,000, which would cover the City’s invest-

ment of affordable housing funds in the downtown sites. 

Differences between the Concepts
There are no significant differences between the Concepts with regard to fi-

nance.

Finance  

Guiding Question: Is the concept financially responsible? 

Learnings: Revenue in the downtown is generated through property tax on resi-

dential and business uses, sales tax, and special taxes, such as the transient oc-

cupancy tax collected by hotels. Expenditures cover services such as police and 

fire, maintenance, and downtown’s share of the cost of general City operations.  

Currently, on an annual basis the City’s downtown area has a service cost of 

$1.76 million and generates revenues of approximately $1.345 million, for an 

average annual deficit of $415,000 per year. 

Future development must weigh the potential for revenue generation with po-

tential costs to the City.  An activity-rich, high-amenity area such as downtown 

will incur additional expenses. 

Similarities between the Concepts
The City and its consultants evaluated the two Concepts to estimate revenues to 

the City that each would generate, as well as the public cost burden to build the 

Concept.  This evaluation was quite similar to the evaluation conducted for the 

Downtown Catalyst Sites Concepts Evaluation Workbook.  It considered stan-

dard service costs as well as costs to build and service large infrastructure items 

such as structured parking. The evaluation assumed that large scale cost items 

such as parking and infrastructure would be financed over time, with repayment 

included as an annual cost. 

The only notable difference in methodology between this new analysis and the 

one conducted for the Downtown Catalyst Sites Concepts Evaluation Workbook 

is that the previous analysis assumed that cultural uses would need some form 

of public subsidy.  However, as noted in Chapter 1 and above, the City Council 

has now directed that any cultural facilities should be privately financed and not 

require public subsidy.  
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Eastside Hotel Westside Hotel

Total Infrastructure Costs $42,139,000 $42,151,000

Annual Project Revenue $1,095,000 $1,114,000

Annual Service, Operations,  
Maintenance & Replacement Costs

$1,157,000 $1,166,000

Annual Operational Deficit $521,000 $515,000

Debt Service for Capital Costs1 $2,686,000 $2,792,000

Repayment of  
Land Cost After Property Sale2

0 0

Total Debt Service Costs $3,206,000 $3,307,000

   Table 4. Finance

General Note: All numbers are rounded to the nearest million or hundred thousand, 
and are approximates.  They provide an order of magnitude comparison and should not 
be considered absolute.  This analysis assumes that cultural facilities would be privately 
funded.  

1 To be paid back over 30 years.

2 Assumes loan repayment of the residual over 10 years without interest.
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Housing

Guiding Question: Does the Concept include a reasonable amount of housing, 

while retaining room for open space and other uses, in support of the project’s 

retail and financial objectives?  

Learnings:  Housing is one of the most financially feasible uses being considered 

for the project sites.  It would likely generate surplus land value as well as devel-

opment fees, which could be used to offset a portion of site development costs.

The City used $14.5 million from its affordable housing fund to buy the project 

sites. This means that the project must either result in $14.5 million worth of 

support for affordable or workforce housing, or else a commensurate portion of 

the affordable housing funds must be replenished to allow for housing provision 

elsewhere in Livermore. 

Residential uses will also provide a built in user base to support existing down-

town businesses, support new retail and restaurant uses incorporated in the 

Concepts, and provide security for open space by adding additional people to 

monitor the greens and pathways.  

Similarities between the Concepts
 » Both Concepts include 130 multifamily residential units of workforce 

housing, which would be configured in studios, 1 bedroom, and 2 

bedroom apartments averaging 650 square feet per unit. 

 » In return for building Stockmen’s Park in the downtown, it is expected that 

the Stockmen’s Association would also allow housing units for seniors 

and/or veterans to be built on the Civic Center site, which was previously 

acquired by the City from the Association.  The City expects that an 

additional 75 units or more could be constructed on the Civic Center site.

 » Given the housing in the Concepts and on the Civic Center site, both 

of the Concepts are expected to offset the $14.5 million investment of 

Affordable Housing Funds in the downtown sites. 

 » All residential uses in both Concepts would include both private and public 

open space as well as dedicated residential parking consistent with City 

regulations.

Differences between the Concepts

Eastside Hotel Concept:  

 » Residential units would be consolidated in one location near the corner of 

South L Street and Railroad Avenue.

Westside Hotel Concept:  

 » Residential units would be dispersed in three buildings in two locations 

on the site, both on the east side of South Livermore Avenue and along 

Railroad Avenue just east of the hotel.

 » Multiple residential buildings may incur somewhat higher per unit 

construction costs, but all buildings would be large enough that significant 

cost differences are unlikely.
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Westside Hotel ConceptEastside Hotel Concept
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Phasing 
Although project phasing was not considered in the previous analysis of the four 

land use concepts, it is an important consideration when considering project 

feasibility.  Phasing prioritizes the most desirable and necessary improvements 

for construction in the short term, with longer-term improvements delayed until 

additional funding becomes available. This section describes the likely phasing 

scenarios for the two Draft Concepts, and it evaluates the differences between 

the two Concepts in regard to phasing issues. 

Guiding Question:  Does the concept allow for logical and efficient phasing that 

will make the project financially feasible and provide for adequate parking at all 

times?

Eastside Hotel Concept Phasing Plan

Phase 1 would ultimately consist of construction of the hotel and the L Street 

Garage. To accommodate this new construction, the first step would be to pro-

vide replacement parking before the beginning of construction .  Replacement 

parking would be installed in a new surface lot on the current site of the Kibbler/

Harris buildings (located on Railroad Avenue adjacent to Blacksmith Square), 

which would be demolished, by installing a surface lot on the vacant properties 

owned by the City next to the I Street garage, and by striping and reorganizing 

parking at the former Train Depot site and on the existing unpaved lot on the 

west site.  With this replacement parking in place, the sites for the L Street Ga-

rage and the hotel would be cleared, which would displace about 170 parking 

spaces, consisting of 65 spaces in the lot east of South Livermore Avenue as 

well as about 105 spaces facing South L Street.  The new L Street garage would 

include 475 spaces and the hotel would include 100 underground spaces.  There 

would also be a public surface lot containing 24 spaces serving the Bankhead 

Theater adjacent to the new hotel.

Phase 2 would consist of constructing Stockmen’s Park and the retail areas lin-

ing it, along with the streets, the associated diagonal parking, and the 64 space 

surface parking lot on the west site.   Although this construction would require 

removal of approximately 230 surface parking spaces, the L Street garage con-

structed in Phase 1 would more than accommodate this loss. 

Phase 3 would include the construction of the cultural facilities (i.e. Black Box 

Theater and Science & Society Center). The Science & Society Center would 

include an 18 space surface lot which would directly serve the Center itself. This 

phase would result in the loss of approximately 50 parking spaces.  However, the 

new parking built in Phase 2 would more than compensate for this loss.

Phase 4 would include the construction of the 130 multifamily residential hous-

ing units at the corner of South L Street and Railroad Avenue. This housing would 

include a private residential parking garage which would fully satisfy its parking 

demand.  Construction of the multifamily residential housing units would result 

in the removal of approximately 180 surface parking spaces.  In order to avoid 

a net loss of parking, additional parking (approximately 50 spaces) would be re-

quired and would be constructed at I Street before the housing project proceeds. 

Note that the order of Phases 3 and 4 could switch depending on market forces 

and when the private funding for the cultural facilities is available.
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Phase 1: Eastside Hotel Concept
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Phase 3: Eastside Hotel Concept

Construct Science + 
 Society Center,  

Blackbox Theater, and 
K Street extension

Phase 2: Eastside Hotel Concept

Construct Stockmen’s Park, 
new retail, new surface 

parking lot, and remainder 
of east-west street

Phase 4: Eastside Hotel Concept
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residential housing Construct additional  

parking at I Street
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Westside Hotel Concept Phasing Plan

Phase 1 would ultimately consist of the construction of the hotel and the L 

Street Garage. Since building these facilities would displace about 220 spaces 

on the western half of the west site, the first step in Phase 1 would be to demol-

ish the Kibbler/Harris buildings (located on Railroad Avenue adjacent to Black-

smith Square) and the Speedee Lube building (located on the southeast corner 

of South Livermore and Railroad Avenues).  These sites would then be developed 

with surface parking. Additional surface parking would be created by installing a 

surface lot on the vacant properties owned by the City next to the I Street garage 

and by striping and reorganizing parking in the existing unpaved lot on the west 

site.  After this new parking is created, the hotel and garage could be built.  The 

new L Street garage would create 475 new spaces and the hotel would include 

100 underground spaces. 

Phase 2 would be the same as the Phase 2 described for the Eastside Hotel 

Concept.

Phase 3 would be the same as the Phase 3 described for the Eastside Hotel 

Concept.

Phase 4 would include the construction of the two multifamily residential build-

ings (a total of 61 units) on the west site and the mixed use building on the east 

site that includes 69 multifamily residential units and 3,800 sf of retail.  Both 

housing projects would include underground parking for the residential units.  

Construction of the housing on the west site would remove approximately 100 

parking spaces, while the mixed use building on the east site would temporarily 

displace 90 spaces.  Because the L Street garage, new on-street parking, and east 

and west site surface lots would already be built, the net loss of surface parking 

resulting from the construction of one of the two residential buildings would not 

necessitate the need to build additional public parking.  However, construction 

of the second residential building on the west site would require the construc-

tion of additional public parking at I Street. Construction of the housing adjacent 

to the Bankhead would include a 28 space surface lot as well as underground 

parking for the housing. 

As with the Eastside Hotel Concept, Phases 3 and 4 could switch their order 

depending on the market and when the private cultural art facilities are ready to 

proceed.

Similarities between the Concepts
 » Although the two Concepts have some differing development patterns and 

would hence have slightly different phasing, the basic phasing approach 

would be similar for each.  More importantly, each Concept could be 

phased logically and efficiently in ways that would make the project 

financially feasible and provide for adequate parking at all times.

Differences between the Concepts
 » There are no significant differences between the Concepts with regard to 

phasing.
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Phase 1: Westside Hotel Concept
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